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Vision is Your Compass 

Vision is Your Compass 
Within the idea of “giving your Gift, living On Purpose and creating the Vision you have for a better self and world”... 
Vision is Your Compass that sets DIRECTION.  

• Your Gift is the fuel.  

• Purpose is the Thrust.  

• Vision is your compass.  

If you are feeling exhausted, find a way to give your Gift to Yourself.  

If you are at a loss of thrust, you will benefit from magnifying Your Purpose.  

When you are at a loss of direction, Your Vision will show you the way to go, set your heading.  

The Vision component of the On Purpose Guidance System has three primary functions.  

 It shows you the way.  

Whenever you are at a loss for direction a review of your Vision will set your heading. If you train your mind, you 
will start to hear a Voice of Purpose. It says “GO THAT WAY” pointing you toward your Vision. Knowing which 
way you are heading has great value as go “that way”!  

 If you let it, Your Vision will shape, hone and carve you.  

This function is a bit like Michelangelo’s comment about carving the statue of David. He is stated to have said, “I 
knew David was in there all along and he would appear if I just kept carving”. In this sense, the person who can 
see Your Vision is in you all along. However, surrendering to what you really want and letting it shape and carve 
you over time is a miraculous phenomenon. It will develop an extraordinary humility and shape and carve your 
skills and character in ways you may have never imagined.  

 The third function of the Vision is to inspire you.  

You want a Vision so compelling that you would pursue it even if you knew you could not achieve it. And yet, 
you really do want to achieve it. Here is one way to qualify the power your Vision has to inspire. Ask yourself, if I 
do my best to give my Gift, live my Purpose, and create this Vision of a better self and world...and fail...how 
satisfied will I be on a scale of 1-10? If your Vision has the power to inspire you no matter what, you will say an 
8 or above. This means you have created a Vision (game) so inspiring, and that you love so much, you would 
play it even if you lose. You want to be on this kind of game of Your Life On Purpose. The kind where you are all 
in even if you lose or fail! This is a sign...it’s a game worth playing for you!  
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Vision is Your Compass 

When you are feeling a loss of direction, or facing a major decision, think of the Vision you have of a better self and 
world.  

If you have Your Vision written, read it to yourself, preferably aloud. Or imagine it as vividly as you can. Slow down and 
let the scenes of Your Vision play across the screen of your mind. Bring all of your senses to experience the future you 
imagine as richly and fully as you can. Stay with the scenes until you can feel it. Allow what you want to inspire you. Let 
the inspiration build until you think you are going to burst! Feel all the feelings and emotions that come with letting 
yourself want what you authentically WANT! Want it a little more, and a little more. :-)  

Once your Awareness is overflowing with Your Vision of a better self and world write down the next three steps, actions 
you are inspired to take to creating it.  

1) ________________________________________________________________________________.  

2) ________________________________________________________________________________ .  

3) ________________________________________________________________________________ .  

Next to each one, write the day/date/time by which you’d like to have that action step completed.  

This Visioning process accesses the power of having realized your Vision Now. The power of a Vision is not just in the 
fulfilling it and making it true “someday”. In fact, that is secondary to the inspiration and direction it gives you today, Now!  

The place is Here, the time is Now. Use the power of Your Vision to source and guide your Thought, Energy and Action, 
Here – On Purpose Now.  

As you magnify the Vision you’d love to create of a better self and world, the very power and inspiration of Love 
illuminates the path forward step by step! 

 

NOTE: If you have not created a written Future Vision or would like to update yours, you can download the instructions 
for Creating Your 10-Year Vision at OnPurposeNow.com 
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